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Nucleus nonlinear dynamicsNucleus nonlinear dynamics
 tunnelingtunneling

 superfluidity and superconductivity superfluidity and superconductivity 

 Josephson nuclear effect, Josephson nuclear effect, 

  -- condensate condensate 

 dynamical supersymmetry and nuclear dynamical supersymmetry and nuclear 

quantum phase transitionquantum phase transition

 quantum, dynamical and constructive    quantum, dynamical and constructive    
chaoschaos

 nuclear stochastic resonancenuclear stochastic resonance



Tunneling or jumping over  ?Tunneling or jumping over  ?



On Chetaev’s theorem and its On Chetaev’s theorem and its consequenceconsequences bs brieflyriefly

Chetaev’s theorem:Chetaev’s theorem: Stability condition for Hamiltonian systemsStability condition for Hamiltonian systems in in 
the presence of dissipative forces has the following the formthe presence of dissipative forces has the following the form

(1)(1)

where where SS is the action, is the action, qq is generalized coordinate.is generalized coordinate.

N.G. ChetaevN.G. Chetaev, Scientific proceedings of Kazan Aircraft Institute, № 5, (, Scientific proceedings of Kazan Aircraft Institute, № 5, (19361936) 3; ) 3; 
N.G. ChetaevN.G. Chetaev,  Motion stability. Resear. on the analyt. mechanics, Nauka, Moscow ,  Motion stability. Resear. on the analyt. mechanics, Nauka, Moscow 19621962..



The The Schrödinger equation as the stability condition Schrödinger equation as the stability condition 
of trajectories in classical mechanicsof trajectories in classical mechanics



The BohmThe Bohm--Madelung system of equationsMadelung system of equations

Hence it follows that the BohmBohm--MadelungMadelung quantum potential is
equivalent to Chetaev’s dissipation energy Q

where S is the action; h = 2 is Plank constant; А is amplitude, which in the 

general case is the real  function of the coordinates qi and time t.



Diffusion mechanism of alpha decay, cluster Diffusion mechanism of alpha decay, cluster 

radioactivity and spontaneous fissionradioactivity and spontaneous fission

Diffusion mechanism of alpha decay, cluster Diffusion mechanism of alpha decay, cluster 

radioactivity and spontaneous fissionradioactivity and spontaneous fission

where W=W(x,p,t) is the probability density distribution in phase space x,p.



The transition rate over the potential barrier looks like

where E* is the heat excitation energy; а=А/(8  1 ) MeV-1 is  the  

parameter  of  the density of one-particle levels.



The Kramers’s channel of The Kramers’s channel of --decay, cluster decay, cluster 
radioactivity and spontaneous fissionradioactivity and spontaneous fission

Kramers transition rate

The dependence of nuclear 
particle potential energy 
on distance to nuclear center



Kramers’s transition timeKramers’s transition time

where

T1/2 is half-life; Kramers is the effective frequency of daughter

particle appearance on the nuclear surface of radius R; A and Z 

are mass number and the charge of parent nucleus; Zcl is the 

charge of outgoing particle; (Z-Zcl) is the charge of the daughter 

nucleus; RCoul is minimal Coulomb radius, Fm.



Comparing theory with experimentComparing theory with experiment

ItIt isis necessary toto solvesolve thethe inverseinverse nonlinearnonlinear problem,problem, whichwhich represents
the system of nonlinear equations ofof followingfollowing typetype::

for which we have applied parameterization of functions RKramers, Kramers, 

with respect to quantum numbers A, Z, Acl , Zcl , which determine the mass

numbers and the charges of parent nucleus and cluster, and energies ЕTKE ,

Qcl , which determine the kinetic and total energy of decay.



Using the Alexandrov dynamic regularization method we have obtained Using the Alexandrov dynamic regularization method we have obtained 
the parameterization of functions the parameterization of functions RRKramersKramers, , KramersKramers andand  ::





The theoretical and experimental values of half-life for even-even
nuclei as a function of the total kinetic energy ЕTKE for
decay, cluster and proton radioactivity, spontaneous fission.



The theoretical and experimental values of the half-life of even-even 
nuclei as function of fission total kinetic energy ЕTKE for decay of 
superheavy nuclei with Z=114, 116, 118. 



CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS

 InIn thethe frameworkframework ofof BohmianBohmian quantumquantum mechanicsmechanics supplementedsupplemented withwith thethe
ChetaevChetaev theoremtheorem onon stablestable trajectoriestrajectories inin dynamicsdynamics inin thethe presencepresence ofof
dissipativedissipative forcesforces wewe havehave shownshown thethe possibilitypossibility ofof thethe classicalclassical (without(without
tunneling)tunneling) universaluniversal descriptiondescription ofof radioactiveradioactive decaydecay ofof heavyheavy nuclei,nuclei, inin whichwhich
underunder certaincertain conditionsconditions soso calledcalled noisenoise--inducedinduced transitiontransition isis generatedgenerated or,or, inin
otherother words,words, thethe stochasticstochastic channelchannel ofof alphaalpha decay,decay, clustercluster radioactivityradioactivity andand
spontaneousspontaneous fissionfission conditionedconditioned byby thethe KramersKramers diffusiondiffusion mechanismmechanism..

 BasedBased onon thethe ENSDFENSDF databasedatabase wewe havehave foundfound thethe parametrizedparametrized solutionssolutions ofof thethe
KramersKramers equationequation ofof LangevinLangevin typetype byby AlexandrovAlexandrov dynamicdynamic autoauto--regularizationregularization
methodmethod (FORTRAN(FORTRAN programprogram REGNREGN--Dubna)Dubna).. TheseThese solutionssolutions describedescribe withwith
highhigh--accuracyaccuracy thethe dependencedependence ofof thethe halfhalf--lifelife (decay(decay probability)probability) ofof heavyheavy
radioactiveradioactive nucleinuclei onon totaltotal kinetickinetic energyenergy ofof daughterdaughter decaydecay productsproducts..

 TheThe verificationverification ofof inverseinverse problemproblem solutionsolution inin thethe frameworkframework ofof thethe universaluniversal
KramersKramers descriptiondescription ofof thethe alphaalpha decay,decay, clustercluster radioactivityradioactivity andand spontaneousspontaneous
fission,fission, whichwhich waswas basedbased onon thethe newestnewest experimentalexperimental datadata forfor alphaalpha--decaydecay ofof
eveneven--eveneven supersuper heavyheavy nucleinuclei ((ZZ==114114,, 116116,, 118118)) havehave shownshown thethe goodgood
coincidencecoincidence ofof thethe experimentalexperimental andand theoreticaltheoretical halfhalf--lifelife dependdepend onon ofof alphaalpha--
decaydecay energyenergy..



The principle of least action of dissipative forcesThe principle of least action of dissipative forces
TheThe statementstatement thatthat PP((xx,, yy,, z,z, tt)) indeedindeed isis thethe probabilityprobability densitydensity functionfunction ofof
particleparticle trajectorytrajectory numbernumber isis substantiatedsubstantiated asas followsfollows.. LetLet usus assumeassume thatthat thethe
influenceinfluence ofof thethe perturbationperturbation forcesforces generatedgenerated byby thethe potentialpotential QQ onon thethe wavewave
packetpacket inin anan arbitraryarbitrary pointpoint inin thethe phasephase spacespace isis proportionalproportional toto thethe densitydensity ofof
thethe particleparticle trajectoriestrajectories ((==AA22)) atat thisthis pointpoint.. FromFrom wherewhere followsfollows thatthat thethe wavewave
packetpacket isis practicallypractically notnot perturbedperturbed whenwhen thethe followingfollowing conditioncondition isis fulfilledfulfilled


